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HERMITIAN MAASS LIFT FOR GENERAL LEVEL
LAWRENCE (AN HOA) VU
Abstract. For an imaginary quadratic field K of discriminant −D, let χ = χK be the
associated quadratic character. We will show that the space of special hermitian Jacobi
forms of level N is isomorphic to the space of plus forms of level DN and nebentypus χ (the
hermitian analogue of Kohnen’s plus space) for any integer N prime to D. This generalizes
the results of Krieg from N = 1 to arbitrary level. Combining this isomorphism with the
recent work of Berger and Klosin and a modification of Ikeda’s construction we prove the
existence of a lift from the space of elliptic modular forms to the space of hermitian modular
forms of level N which can be viewed as a generalization of the classical hermitian Maaß
lift to arbitrary level.
1. Introduction
The Saito-Kurokawa lift, established by the work of many authors (classically by Maass [19,
20, 21], Andrianov [3], Eichler-Zagier [9] for the full level and reinterpreted in representation
theoretic language by Piatetski-Shapiro [26]), has been of interest and importance in number
theory, for instance, in proving part of the Bloch-Kato conjecture by Skinner-Urban [30],
providing evidence for the Bloch-Kato conjecture by Brown [7] and Agarwal-Brown [1]. For
these applications, one needs a generalization of the Saito-Kurokawa lift to higher level, which
was established by the work of Manickam-Ramakrishnan-Vasudevan [22, 23, 24], Ibukiyama
[11], Agarwal-Brown [2] and Schmidt [28] for square-free level. (Saito-Kurokawa lift is known
to exist for all level.)
The Hermitian analogue of Saito-Kurokawa lift is a lifting of elliptic modular forms to
hermitian modular forms of degree 2, typically referred to as the Maaß lift in the literature,
has been studied since 1980 with the paper of Kojima [17]. Such a lift is of arithmetic
interest, for example, in providing evidence for the Bloch-Kato conjecture by Klosin [14],
[15] and for the p-adic theory. For these arithmetic applications, there is a need for the
generalization of the Hermitian Maaß lift.
As with the classical Saito-Kurokawa lift, the first construction of the Hermitian Maaß lift
by Kojima was a composition of the three lifts: Let K = Q(i) and assume that k is divisible
by 4. Then we have
(1.1) Sk−1(4, χ) // S+k−1(4, χ) // J
∗
k,1(1)
//Mk,2(1)
where
(i) the lift fromSk−1(4, χ) toS+k−1(4, χ) is an analogue of Shimura–Shitani isomorphism
(but it is not an isomorphism here though and unlike Shitani’s map, this map is not
obtained by certain cycle integrals) and S+k−1(4, χ) is an analogue of Kohnen’s plus
space [16];
(ii) the lift from S+k−1(4, χ) to the space of special Hermitian Jacobi forms J
∗
k,1(1); and
finally,
(iii) the Hermitian analogue of the original Maaß lift from J∗k,1(1) to Mk,2(1).
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See section 2 for our definition and notation of the spaces and groups mentioned.
In [18], Krieg generalized Kojima’s result to general imaginary quadratic fields K. He
established the maps
(1.2) M+k−1(D,χ) // J
∗
k,1(1)
//Mk,2(1)
Moreover, Krieg defined the Hermitian Maaß space M∗k,2(1) ⊂ Mk,2(1) and he showed
that the image of the second map is M∗k,2(1). Also, J
∗
k,1(1) → M+k−1(D,χ) is an isomor-
phism. As for the map Sk−1(D,χ) to S+k−1(D,χ), Krieg remarked that if the discriminant
D is prime, the space of cusp forms Sk−1(D,χ) has a basis consisting of primitive form
f1, ..., fa, fa+1, ..., fa+b with f
ρ
i = fi for all i = a + 1, ..., a + b and the forms fi − f ρi is a
basis for cusp forms in M+k−1(D,χ). Here, f
ρ(τ) = f(−τ) is the form obtained by complex
conjugating all Fourier coefficients of f . Ikeda [12] gives a generalization of this construction
to arbitrary discriminant D, which we modify to accommodate forms of higher level (c.f.
section 5.3). We remark that for level N = 1, there are alternative approaches to the Her-
mitian Saito-Kurokawa lift via the theory of compatible Eisenstein series by Ikeda [12], via
Imai’s Converse Theorem [13] recently by Matthes [27] (but only for K = Q(i)), and theta
lifting by Atobe [5].
In this paper, we generalize this result to higher level: Let K be an imaginary quadratic
field of discriminant −D, we describe the (first two) maps
(1.3) Mk−1(DN,χ) //M+k−1(DN,χ) // J
∗
k,1(N)
//Mk,2(N)
For general level N such that (D,N) = 1, Berger and Klosin, in their recent work [6],
generalized the definition of Krieg’s Maaß space M∗k,2(1) to that of higher level M
∗
k,2(N).
Using a modification of Kojima and Krieg’s result and Ibukiyama’s construction of the
classical Maaß lift for general level, they then constructed the Hermitian analogue of the
Maaß lift J∗k,1(N)→Mk,2(N) i.e. the last map in the above diagram (1.3) and showed that
its image is the Maaß space M∗k,2(N). When D is prime, they defined M
+
k−1(DN,χ) and
constructed a map J∗k,1(N) → M+k−1(DN,χ) which they showed is injective and that it is
surjective onto the space of p-old cusps forms when N = p is a split prime in K.
In this article, we generalize Krieg’s method to higher level to provide the surjectivity
for the map in the second main result of Berger and Klosin [6] i.e. to show that in fact,
J∗k,1(N) → M+k−1(DN,χ) is always an isomorphism, under appropriate modification of the
space M+k−1(DN,χ) defined in [6].
The main technical challenge to overcome is the lack of a simple set of generators for the
congruence subgroup Γ0(N) (even though there are known generators given in [8]), typically
used to reduce the verification of the functional equation satisfied by a Jacobi form to a
finite set of functional equations that can be verified by analytical mean. A minor challenge
is to avoid the computation of the inverse of a certain matrix Mu,v(σ) which Krieg [18] and
Berger-Klosin [6] used. (In Krieg’s case, the matrix involved Mu,v(σ) is not too complicated
since he only needs the one for σ =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, the reflection matrix. In Berger-Klosin’s case,
they need to exploit a relationship between the matrix Mπu,πv(σ) and Mu,v(σ); c.f. Section
3.2 of [6] for details.)
For the outline of the article, we recall the definition of Hermitian modular forms, the
Hermitian Maaß space and Hermitian Jacobi forms in section 2 as well as review the relevant
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results of Berger and Klosin [6] and define our lift. Then we proceed to generalize Krieg’s
work, namely giving a characterization of the space of plus forms in section 3 and obtain
an arithmetic criterion for the lift we define to be a Hermitian Jacobi form in section 4. In
section 5, we verify that the arithmetic criterion is true; thus, establishing the main result
of the article (Theorem 5.1). We also explain our modification of Ikeda’s construction to
get a surjective map Mk−1(DN,χ) → M+k−1(DN,χ), thus completing the Hermitian Saito-
Kurokawa lift for general level depicted in (1.3). In the last section 6, we show that the
Maaß space is stable under Hecke operator Tp for inert prime p in K.
2. Hermitian modular forms, Maaß space and Jacobi forms
Recall that we fix an imaginary quadratic fieldK = Q(
√−D) of discriminant −D = −DK .
We fix an embedding K → C to treat K as a subfield of C and identify the non-trivial
automorphism of Gal(K/Q) as the restriction of complex conjugation of C to K. Thus, if
x ∈ K then its norm |x|2 = xx ∈ Q makes sense. We denote by oK the ring of integers of K
and by dK :=
oK√−D the inverse different of K.
Throughout the article, we shall assume the weight k is divisible by |o×K |, the number of
units in K. In particular, k is even. (When k is not divisible by |o×K |, Berger and Klosin
showed that the Maaß space is zero.) In this section, we recall the notion of Hermitian
modular form, Hermitian Jacobi form and the Hermitian Maaß space as well as the main
results of [6] relating to these forms.
2.1. Hermitian modular forms. Let R be a ring and S an R-algebra equipped with an
involution ι : S → S. If A is any R-algebra then S ⊗R A has an obvious induced involution
ι⊗ Id. For each matrix g ∈ Mn(S ⊗R A), we denote gι the matrix (ι⊗ Id)(gij) obtained by
applying the induced involution to every entry of g. We also denote gt the transpose of g;
and when ι could be inferred without ambiguity, g∗ is used to denote (gι)t.
If the triple [R, S, ι] is reasonable (namely, so that the subsequently mentioned Weil re-
striction of scalars ResS/RGL2n/S exists, for instance, S is a finitely generated projective
R-module), we have the unitary similitude algebraic groups defined over R and its sub-
groups:
GU(n, n)[R,S,ι] = {g ∈ ResS/R GL2n/S g∗J2ng = µ(g)J2n, µ(g) ∈ Gm/R}
U(n, n)[R,S,ι] = {g ∈ GU(n, n) µ(g) = 1}
SU(n, n)[R,S,ι] = {g ∈ U(n, n) det g = 1}
where J2n =
(
0 −In
In 0
)
, In is the n × n identity matrix and GL2n/S ,Gm/R are the general
linear group (over S) and multiplicative group (over R) respectively. Here, ResS/R denotes
Weil restriction of scalars.
The case we are interested in is R = Z, A = oK and ι being complex conjugation i.e.
the restriction of the non-trivial element of Gal(K/Q) to oK . Thus, we omit the subscript
[R, S, ι] if R = Z, S = oK and ι is complex conjugation. Also, due to frequent usage, we also
denote Gn = GU(n, n), Un = U(n, n).
For n > 1, let in := iIn and define the hermitian upper half-plane of degree n as the
complex manifold
Hn := {Z ∈Mn(C) − in(Z − Zt) > 0}
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where for a matrix A ∈ Mn(C), the notation A > 0 means that A ∈ Mn(R) and A is
positive-definite. The subgroup
G+n (R) := {g ∈ Gn(R) µ(g) > 0}
acts transitively on Hn via the familiar formula
g Z := (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1
if g =
(
A B
C D
)
where A,B,C,D ∈Mn(C).
A subgroup Γ ⊂ G+n (R) is called a congruence subgroup if
(i) Γ is commensurable with Un(Z), and
(ii) Γ ⊇ Γn(N) := {g ∈ U(n, n)(Z)|g ≡ I2n mod N} for some positive N ∈ Z.
For g ∈ G+n (R) and Z ∈ Hn, we define the factor of automorphy
j(g;Z) := det(CZ +D)
and for integer k ≥ 0 and function F : Hn → C, we define the action |k g by
F |k g (Z) := j(g;Z)−k F (gZ).
Definition 2.1. A function F : Hn → C is called a Hermitian semi-modular form of weight
k and level Γ if
F |k g = F for all g ∈ Γ.
If F is further holomorphic then it is called a Hermitian modular form. We denote M′k(Γ)
for the space of all such Hermitian semi-modular forms and by Mk(Γ) ⊂ M′k(Γ) for the
subspace of Hermitian modular forms.
Subsequently, we are only interested in the case where congruence subgroup Γ = Γ0,n(N)
with
Γ0,n(N) :=
{(
A B
C D
)
∈ U(n, n)(Z) C ≡ 0 mod NoK
}
so we denote
Mk,n(N) := Mk(Γ0,n(N))
The standard notations Mk(N,ψ) and Sk(N,ψ) are used to denote the space of elliptic
modular (resp. cusp) forms on the standard Hecke congruence subgroup
Γ0(N) :=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL2(Z) c ≡ 0 mod N
}
and nybentypus ψ where ψ is a Dirichlet character modulo N .
Any Hermitian modular form of level N possesses Fourier expansion
F (Z) =
∑
T∈Sn(Q)
cF (T ) e [Tr(TZ)]
where cF (T ) ∈ C,
Sn = L
∨
n := {x ∈ Sn(Q) Tr(xL) ⊂ Z}
is the dual lattice of the lattice Ln = Sn(Z) ∩Mn(oK) of integral Hermitian matrices (with
respect to the trace pairing Tr) and
Sn := {h ∈ ResoK/ZMn/oK h∗ = h}
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is the Z-group scheme of Hermitian matrices. Also, we adopt the notation e [x] := e2πix.
Explicitly, one has, for example
S2 =
{(
ℓ t
t m
)
∈M2(K) ℓ,m ∈ Z; t ∈ dK
}
.
Definition 2.2. The Maaß space M∗k(N) ⊆ Mk,2(N) consists of forms F ∈ Mk,2(N) such
that there exists a function αF : Z≥0 → C so that the Fourier coefficients of F can be
described using αF in the following way
cF (T ) =
∑
d∈Z+, d | ǫ(T )
(d,N)=1
dk−1αF
(
DK det T
d2
)
for all T ∈ S2(Z), T ≥ 0, T 6= 0 where cF (T ) is the T -th Fourier coefficient of F and
ǫ(T ) := max
{
q ∈ Z+ | 1
q
T ∈ S2(Z)
}
.
2.2. Hermitian Jacobi forms. We recall the notion of Jacobi forms from [6]. First, any
M ∈ U(1, 1)(Z) can be written as ǫA for some A ∈ SL2(Z) and ǫ ∈ o×K . Let H denote the
complex upper half plane. We define the action of the Jacobi group U(1, 1)(Z)⋉ o2K on the
functions ϕ : H× C2 → C by
ϕ|k,m[ǫA] := (cτ + d)−ke
[
−m czw
cτ + d
]
ϕ
(
aτ + b
cτ + d
,
ǫz
cτ + d
,
ǫw
cτ + d
)
ϕ|k,m[λ, µ] := e
[
m(|λ|2τ + λz + λw)]ϕ(τ, z + λτ + µ, w + λτ + µ)
As noted in [6], the ǫ in the expression M = ǫA is not unique but the action described here
is well-defined as long as k is divisible by |o×K|.
Definition 2.3. A Hermitian Jacobi forms of weight k, index m and level N is a holomorphic
function ϕ : H× C2 → C such that
(i) ϕ|k,m[ǫA] = ϕ for all A ∈ Γ0(N);
(ii) ϕ|k,m[λ, µ] = ϕ for all λ, µ ∈ oK ; and
(iii) for each M ∈ SL2(Z), the function ϕ|k,m[M ] has a Fourier expansion of the form
ϕ|k,m[M ](τ, z, w) =
∑
ℓ∈Z≥0, t∈d−1K
ν|t|2≤ℓm
cMϕ (ℓ, t)e
[
ℓ
ν
τ + tz + tw
]
where ν = ν(M) ∈ Z+ depends on M and ν(I2) = 1. The cMϕ (ℓ, t) ∈ C are the
Fourier coefficients. We drop the superscript for M = I2 i.e. cϕ(ℓ, t) = c
I2
ϕ (ℓ, t).
We denote by Jk,m(N) for the space of Hermitian Jacobi forms of weight k, index m and
level N .
Writing a matrix Z ∈ H2 as Z =
(
τ z
w τ ∗
)
, we can think of a Hermitian modular form as
a function of four complex variables (τ, z, w, τ ∗) where we can collect its Fourier expansion
to express
F (Z) =
∞∑
m=0
ϕFm(τ, z, w)e [mτ
∗] .
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It is well–known (c.f. [18] Section 3 for level N = 1 and [10] Satz 7.1 for general level)
that the functions ϕFm’s are Jacobi forms of index m, normally referred to as Fourier–Jacobi
coefficients of F . Proposition 2.4 of [6] says that just like the Siegel case, a form F in the
Hermitian Maaß space M∗k(N) is completely determined by its first Jacobi form ϕ
F
1 and one
of the major results of the same paper (Theorem 2.8) shows that in fact M∗k(N) ∼= J∗k,1(N)
where J∗k,1(N) ⊂ Jk,1(N) is the subspace of special Jacobi forms.
Definition 2.4. A form ϕ ∈ Jk,1(N) is called a special Jacobi form if its Fourier coefficients
cϕ(ℓ, t) only depend on ℓ− |t|2.
Thus, we have the analogue of the classical Maaß lift for Hermitian modular forms.
2.3. Theta decomposition. Recall that dK =
i√
D
oK is the different ideal of oK . Let
[dK ] :=
i√
D
oK/oK . For each u ∈ [dK ], we define the theta function
ϑu(τ, z, w) :=
∑
a∈u+oK
e
[|a|2τ + az + aw] .
For fixed τ , the theta functions are linearly independent (c.f. Haverkamp [10] Proposition
5.1) and they transformed in the following way:
ϑu|1,1 σ =
∑
v∈[dK ]
Mu,v(σ)ϑv
for each σ ∈ SL2(Z) where
Mu,v
(
a b
c d
)
:=

−i
c
√
D
∑
γ∈u+oK/coK
e
[
a|γ|2 − γv − γv + d|v|2
c
]
if c 6= 0;
sign [a] δu,ave [ab|u|2] otherwise
(2.1)
according to [6] Lemma 3.1 or the Lemma in Section 4 of [18]. Since the transformation |k,mσ
is associative, one could think of M as a group homomorphism SL2(Z)→ GLd(C) where d is
the number of classes in [dK ] sending each σ to the matrix (Mu,v(σ))u,v∈[dK ] whose rows and
columns are indexed by [dK ] should we fix an ordering of [dK ].
By section 3 of [6], any special Jacobi form ϕ ∈ J∗k(N) can be expressed uniquely as a
combination
ϕ =
∑
u∈[dK ]
fuϑu where fu(τ) =
∑
ℓ≥0
ℓ≡−D|u|2 mod D
α∗ϕ(ℓ)e
[
ℓτ
D
]
.(2.2)
Here, α∗ϕ(D(m− |u|2)) = cI2ϕ (m, u) are the Fourier coefficients of ϕ as in definition 2.3. We
call (2.2) the theta decomposition of ϕ.
2.4. The injection J∗k(N)→M+k−1(DN,χ). Following Krieg, we decompose the character
χK =
∏
p | D χp. More concretely, χp(n) = (n | p) is just the Legendre symbol mod p for odd
prime p | D whereas
χ2(n) =

(−4 | n) = (−1)(n−1)/2 if 4 | D and 8 ∤ D,
(−8 | n) = (−1)(n2−4n+3)/8 if 8 | D and D
8
≡ 1 mod 4,
(8 | n) = (−1)(n2−1)/8 if 8 | D and D
8
≡ 3 mod 4.
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Then we define
aD(ℓ) := |{u ∈ [dK ] D|u|2 ≡ −ℓ mod D}|
which could be computed as
aD(ℓ) =
∏
p | D
(1 + χp(−ℓ))
according to Krieg [18], Section 4, equation (5). Now, we define the space
M+k−1(DN,χ) := {g ∈Mk−1(DN,χ) αℓ(g) = 0 if aD(−ℓ) = 0}
similar to that of [18] but for arbitrary N as opposed to N = 1 in [18]. When D is prime, this
is the same as the space defined in [6]. We state the following generalization of proposition
3.5 of [6]:
Proposition 2.5. Suppose that (D,N) = 1. Then the map J∗k(N) → M+k−1(DN,χ) given
by ϕ 7→ f := f0|k−1WD is an injection where WD =
(
1 0
N 1
)(
D y
0 1
)
and y = N−1 mod D.
The Fourier coefficients of f satisfy
aℓ(f) = i
aD(ℓ)√
D
χ(N)α∗ϕ(ℓ).
Note that we are basically dropping the assumptions D prime and N odd in [6]. The proof
is the same as the proof given in [6]. One only needs to check that the simple lemma used
in the proof also works for non-prime D and N being even number:
Lemma 2.6 (Lemma 3.3 in [6]). Suppose (D,N) = 1 and t ∈ Z such that (t, N) = 1. Then∑
γ∈oK/NoK
e
[
t|γ|2
N
]
= χ(N)N.
Proof. By Chinese Remainder Theorem, the statement can be reduced to the case where N
is a prime power. When N is an odd prime power, the left hand side is a product of two
Gauss sum as in Haverkamp [10], Lemma 0.4. When N = 2r is a power of 2, one can use
induction on r. 
Notice that Proposition 2.5 already tells us what the lifting should be, if it exists. Suppose
we have g ∈ M+k−1(DN,χ) and ϕg ∈ J∗k(N) is its pre-image. Write ϕg =
∑
fu,gϑu as in
(2.2). Then by Proposition 2.5, g = f0,g|k−1WD and the Fourier coefficients of g satisfies
aℓ(g) = i
aD(ℓ)√
D
χ(N)α∗ϕg(ℓ) which leads to
α∗ϕg(ℓ) =
−i√D
aD(ℓ)χ(N)
aℓ(g)
and the decomposition (2.2) tells us that
fu,g(τ) =
∑
ℓ≥0
ℓ≡−D|u|2 mod D
α∗ϕg(ℓ)e
[
ℓτ
D
]
=
∑
ℓ≥0
ℓ≡−D|u|2 mod D
−i√D
aD(ℓ)χ(N)
aℓ(g)e
[
ℓτ
D
]
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= χ(N)
−i√D
aD(−D|u|2)
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ≡−D|u|2 mod D
aℓ(g)e
[
ℓτ
D
]
.
Note that this is the lift given by Krieg in Section 6 of [18] for level N = 1, twisted by the
factor of χ(N) to account for the level.
In section 5, we will show that for any g ∈M+k−1(DN,χ), the function ϕg =
∑
fu,gϑu with
the fu,g as derived above is indeed a Hermitian Jacobi form; and so the map in Proposition 2.5
is an isomorphism. To do that, we generalize Krieg’s characterization of plus forms and
obtain the arithmetical condition for ϕg to be a Hermitian Jacobi form.
3. Characterization of plus forms
For each m | D, set ψm :=
∏
p | m prime χp as in section 5 of [18]. For a character ψ of
modulus M , the (twisted) Gauss sum associated to ψ is defined as
G(ψ; b) :=
∑
a∈Z/M
ψ(a) e
[
b
a
M
]
.
and the standard Gauss sum G(ψ) := G(ψ; 1). We remark that χK is of conductor D and
that if (m, D
m
) = 1 then ψm is of conductor m. It is well–known from one of Gauss’ proofs of
quadratic reciprocity (c.f. [25], Lemma 4.8.1) that
G(ψm) := ε(ψm)
√
m
where
ε(ψm) :=
{
1 if ψm(−1) = 1,
i if ψm(−1) = −1.
Fix natural numbers m,n such that D = mn and (m,n) = 1. We consider the Hecke
operator (without normalization factor)
g|k−1Um :=
m−1∑
j=0
g|k−1
(
1 j
0 m
)
and choose a matrix Pm ∈ SL2(Z) such that
Pm ≡
{
J mod m2
I mod (nN)2
where J := J1 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
and T :=
(
1 1
0 1
)
are the usual generators for SL2(Z). Set
Qm := Pm
(
m 0
0 1
)
and define the operator Vm by
g|k−1Vm := g|k−1Um|k−1Qm.
Similar to [18] Section 5, one has
Lemma 3.1. QmΓ0(ND)Q
−1
m = Γ0(ND) and so g 7→ g|k−1Qm is an involution of Mk−1(DN,χ).
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Proposition 3.2. If k is even and g ∈Mk−1(DN,χ) then we have
g|k−1Vm = G(ψm)m1−kg
if and only if
αℓ(g) = 0 for all ℓ such that ψm(−ℓ) = −1.
Proof. The proof is verbatim as in [18] with appropriate modification to take care of the
level.

Corollary 3.3. Let k be even and D = 2ed with 2 ∤ d. Then
M+k−1(DN,χ) =
{
g ∈Mk−1(DN,χ) g|k−1Vp = G(ψp)p
1−kg
for p = 2e and p|d odd prime
}
.
Furthhermore, if g ∈M+k−1(DN,χ) and
(
m, D
m
)
= 1 then
g|k−1Vm = G(ψm)m1−kg.
Note that Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 are the generalization of Proposition and
Corollary A (resp.) in Section 5 of [18].
For any j ∈ Z/DZ, set σj :=
(
1 j
0 D
)
. Our goal is to compute g|k−1σjσ for g ∈
M+k−1(DN,χ) and any σ ∈ Γ0(N). Fix such a σ =
(
x y
z t
)
. For any j ∈ Z, let µ =
µσ(j) := (x+ zj,D) and m = mσ(j) := Dµ be the µ-component of D i.e.
m =
∏
p|µ prime
pvalp(D)
and let n := D
m
. Then we have
Lemma 3.4. (i) (x+ zj, n) = 1;
(ii) (r(x+ zj)− nz,m) = 1 for any r ∈ Z; in particular, (m, z) = 1;
(iii) (x+ zj, y + tj) = 1;
(iv) (y + tj,m) = 1.
Proposition 3.5. For any g ∈M+k−1(DN,χ), we have
g|k−1σjσ =
m−1∑
s=0
G(ψm; (x+ zj)s− λ)
m ψn(x+ zj)
g|k−1
(
1 ns+ κ
0 D
)
where κ = κσ(j) ∈ Z is any integer such that
κ ≡ y + tj
x+ zj
mod n
and
λ :=
y + jt− κ(x+ zj)
n
∈ Z.
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In case D is square-free, the formula can be simplifed to
g|k−1σjσ = G(ψm;nz)
m ψn(x+ zj)
m−1∑
s=0
g|k−1
(
1 ns+ κ
0 D
)
.
Proof. Let Pm =
(
a b
c d
)
. We have
g|k−1σjσ = m
k−1
G(ψm)
g|k−1Vm |k−1
(
x+ zj y + jt
Dz Dt
)
by Corollary 3.3
=
mk−1
G(ψm)
m−1∑
r=0
g|k−1
(
a + rc b+ rd
mc md
)(
m 0
0 1
)(
x+ zj y + jt
Dz Dt
)
=
1
G(ψm)
m−1∑
r=0
g|k−1
(
(a + rc)(x+ zj) + (b+ rd)nz (a + rc)(y + jt) + (b+ rd)nt
mc(x+ zj) + dDz mc(y + jt) + (b+ rd)mdnt
)
Let us temporarily denote the above matrix by γ = γr and denote by A,B the entries of the
first column of γ i.e.
A = (a+ rc)(x+ zj) + (b+ rd)nz
B = mc(x+ zj) + dDz
Observe that det γ = D and that the lower row of γ is divisible by D. Thus, the matrix
obtained by dividing both entries on the lower row of γ by D, namely the matrix(
A (a+ rc)(y + jt) + (b+ rd)nt
B
D
mc(y+jt)+(b+rd)mdnt
D
)
is in SL2(Z) whence
(
A, B
D
)
= 1 and so (A,B) =
(
A,mnB
D
)
= (A,m)(A, n) = 1 by Lemma 3.4
for A ≡
{
r(x+ zj)− nz mod m
x+ zj mod n
. Since (A,B) = 1 and ND | B, there exists a matrix(
A ∗
B ∗
)
∈ Γ0(ND) and so we have
g|k−1γ = ψn(x+ zj)
ψm(r(x+ zj)− nz)g|k−1
(
1 (a+rc)(y+jt)+(b+rd)nt
(a+rc)(x+zj)+(b+rd)nz
mod D
0 D
)
Let us denote the upper right entry
Fr =
(a+ rc)(y + jt) + (b+ rd)nt
(a + rc)(x+ zj) + (b+ rd)nz
mod D ≡

r(y + jt)− nt
r(x+ zj)− nz mod m
y + jt
x+ zj
mod n
so that we get
g|k−1σjσ =
m−1∑
r=0
ψn(x+ zj)
G(ψm; r(x+ zj)− nz)g|k−1
(
1 Fr
0 D
)
As r runs through the residues mod m, the Fr also goes through the subset of residues
{ns+ κ 0 ≤ s ≤ m− 1} ⊆ Z/DZ.
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A simple change-of-variable from r to s and use observation that 1
G(ψm;b)
= G(ψm;−b)
m
to move
the Gauss sum to the numerator, we derive the formula claimed in the proposition.
With the assumption that D is square-free, we always have µ = m so m | x+ zj and the
factor G(ψm; r(x+ zj)− nz) = G(ψm;−nz) is independent of s. 
4. Arithmetic Criterion
To simplify a lot of subsequent formulas, we shall also denote au := aD(−D|u|2) for
u ∈ [dK ]. Given a plus form
g =
∞∑
ℓ=0
aℓ(g)e [ℓτ ] ∈M+k−1(DN,χ),
we define
gu :=
−i√D
au
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ≡−D|u|2 mod D
aℓ(g)e
[
ℓτ
D
]
for all u ∈ [dK ]
and
ϕg :=
∑
guϑu.
If ϕg is a Jacobi form of level N then it will be the lifting of χ(N)g = ±g, by the argument
at the end of section 2.
In this section, we shall derive transformation formula for gu using result of the previous
section and then deduce an arithmetic condition for ϕg to be a Hermitian Jacobi form
(Proposition 4.3).
Proposition 4.1. Let σ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ0(N). For each j ∈ Z, we choose κ = κσ(j) ∈ Z
such that
κ ≡ b+ dj
a+ cj
mod n
as before; in addition that if m 6= µ (i.e. m = 2µ or m = 4µ), then
κ ≡ (b+ dj + c)/2
f
(a+ cj)/2f
mod
m
µ
where f = val2(a+ cj) = val2(µ) is the maximum power of two dividing µ. Then
gu|k−1σ = 1
Dau
∑
v∈[dK ]
D−1∑
j=0
(D|v|2,m)=µ
Rσ(v, j) G(ψm;nc) ψn(a+ cj) e
[|u|2j − |v|2κ] gv
where
Rσ(v, j) =
{
1
2
(
1 + e
[
− (a+cj)D|v|2
2m
]
χ2(5− 2nc)
)
if m = 4µ,
1 if m 6= 4µ.
It is not difficult to see that ifm 6= µ then 2f |b+dj+c from ad−bc = 1 and 2f |a+cj and so
(b+dj+c)/2f
(a+cj)/2f
mod m
µ
is well-defined. Also, note that such κ always exists for (n, m
µ
) | (n,m) = 1
so we can solve for κ by Chinese Remainder Theorem.
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Proof. For g ∈M+k−1(DN,χ), observe the following
(i) gu =
−iDk−3/2
au
∑D−1
j=0 e [|u|2j] g|k−1σj
(ii) g = i√
D
∑
v∈[dK ] gv|k−1
(
D 0
0 1
)
(iii) gv|k−1
(
D 0
0 1
)
σj = D
1−ke [−|v|2j] gv
and then use Proposition 3.5, we arrive at
gu|k−1σ = −iD
k−3/2
au
D−1∑
j=0
m−1∑
s=0
e [|u|2j]G(ψm; s(a+ cj)− λ)
m ψn(a+ cj)
g|k−1σns+κ by (i) and Proposition 3.5
=
−iDk−3/2
au
∑
j,s
e [|u|2j]G(ψm; s(a+ cj)− λ)
mψn(a+ cj)
i√
D
∑
v∈[dK ]
gv|k−1
(
D 0
0 1
)
|k−1σns+κ by (ii)
=
−iDk−3/2
au
∑
j,s
e [|u|2j]G(ψm; s(a+ cj)− λ)
mψn(a+ cj)
i√
D
∑
v∈[dK ]
D1−ke
[−|v|2(ns + κ)] gv by (iii)
=
1
Dau
∑
v∈[dK ]
∑
j,s
G(ψm; s(a+ cj)− λ)e [|u|2j − |v|2(ns+ κ)]
m ψn(a+ cj)
gv
=
1
Dau
∑
v
D−1∑
j=1
G(ψm)e [|u|2j − |v|2κ]
m ψn(a+ cj)
(
m−1∑
s=0
ψm(s(a + cj)− λ)e
[
−D|v|2 s
m
])
gv
With the appropriate requirement for κ as in the statement of the proposition, a careful
case-by-case analysis yields the inner most sum
m−1∑
s=0
ψm(s(a+ cj)− λ)e
[
−D|v|2 s
m
]
=
{
m
2
ψm(nc)
(
1 + e
[
− (a+cj)D|v|2
2m
]
χ2(5− 2nc)
)
δµ,(D|v|2,m) if m = 4µ,
m ψm(nc) δµ,(D|v|2,m) if m 6= 4µ.
where
δX,Y :=
{
1 if X = Y,
0 otherwise
is the usual Kronecker delta.

Remark 4.2. We remark that in case m = 4µ (which can only happen if 8 | D) and
(D|v|2, m) = µ, we have e
[
− (a+cj)D|v|2
2m
]
= e
[
−
a+cj
2
D|v|2
µ
4
]
∈ {±i} only depends on j mod 8.
Also, since χ2(5) = −1 for both possibilities of χ2 = (±8 | ∗), we have
χ2(5− 2nc) = (−1)nc+14 χ2(−1) =
{
−χ2(−1) if nc ≡ 1 mod 4,
χ2(−1) if nc ≡ −1 mod 4.
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Proposition 4.3. Let g ∈ M+k−1(DN,χ). Then ϕg =
∑
guϑu is a Hermitian Jacobi form
of level N if and only if the equation
(4.1)
∑
u
Mu,v(σ)aw
Dau
D−1∑
j=0
(D|w|2,m)=µ
Rσ(w, j)G(ψm;nc) ψn(a+ cj) e
[|u|2j − |w|2κ] = δ mod DD|w|2,D|v|2
holds for any σ ∈ Γ0(N) and any v, w ∈ [dK ] such that gw 6= 0.
Here, for any integers X, Y,M ,
δ mod MX,Y :=
{
1 if X ≡ Y mod M,
0 otherwise .
Proof. From transformation formula for ϑu, we find that ϕg is Jacobi form of level N if and
only if ∑
u∈[dK ]
Mu,v(σ)gu|k−1σ = gv for all v ∈ [dK ] and σ ∈ Γ0(N)
By Proposition 4.1, the above equation is the same as
∑
u∈[dK ]
Mu,v(σ)
Dau
∑
w∈[dK ]
D−1∑
j=0
(D|w|2,m)=µ
Rσ(w, j)G(ψm;nc)ψn(a+ cj)e
[|u|2j − |w|2κ] gw = gv.
Now observe that gw = gw′ if D|w|2 ≡ D|w′|2 mod D and conversely, if D|w|2 6≡ D|w′|2 mod
D (or equivalently, |w|2 6= |w′|2 in Q/Z) then gw and gw′ have disjoint Fourier expansion so
if they are non-zero, they must be linearly independent. So grouping the summation over w
by D|w|2 mod D, we find that the above equation holds if and only if
∑
u∈[dK ]
Mu,v(σ)
Dau
∑
w′∈[dK ]
D|w′|2≡D|w|2 mod D
D−1∑
j=0
(D|w′|2,m)=µ
Rσ(w
′, j)G(ψm;nc)ψn(a+ cj)e
[|u|2j − |w′|2κ] = δ mod DD|w|2,D|v|2
(4.2)
for all w ∈ [dK ] such that gw 6= 0. Now if D|w′|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod D then
• e [−|w′|2κ] = e [−|w|2κ] as κ ∈ Z;
• (D|w′|2, m) = (D|w|2, m) so the sum over j such that (D|w′|2, m) = µ goes through
the same set of j’s independent of w′ ∈ [dK ]; and also
• Rσ(w′, j) = Rσ(w, j): obviously if m 6= 4µ and in case m = 4µ, the only term that
involve the w in the definition of Rσ is
e
[
−(a + cj)D|w
′|2
2m
]
which equals e
[
−(a + cj)D|w|
2
2m
]
as long as D|w′|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod D.
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Thus, we can replace all occurrences of w′ in the summand of (4.2) with w and the (4.2)
reduces to the equivalent∑
u∈[dK ]
Mu,v(σ)
Dau
∑
w′∈[dK ]
D|w′|2≡D|w|2 mod D
D−1∑
j=0
(D|w|2,m)=µ
Rσ(w, j)G(ψm;nc)ψn(a+ cj)e
[|u|2j − |w|2κ]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
S
= δ mod DD|w|2,D|v|2
One can now see that the summand S is free of the summation variable w′ and so the
middle sum over w′ is just awS where aw is the number of w′ ∈ [dK ] such that D|w′|2 ≡
D|w|2 mod D. Hence, we have (4.1). 
Remark 4.4. Observe that the equation (4.1) does not have modular forms in it: It purely
depends on the arithmetic of the field K. Thus, if it is true, one could expect that it is
true in general for all σ ∈ SL2(Z) and v, w ∈ [dK ]. (Note that even if the equation holds for
all SL2(Z), this does not implies that ϕg is Jacobi form of level 1; since the computation of
g|k−1σjσ we used along the way is only valid for σ ∈ Γ0(N).)
Remark 4.5. We remark here that one technique to show (4.1) is true for higher level is
to use existence of lifting for level 1 given by Krieg. In section 5 of [18], Krieg defined the
Eisenstein series
E∗k−1(τ) =
∑
D=mn
(m,n)=1
ψm(−1)fk−1(τ ;ψm, ψn)
and he showed that
M+k−1(D,χ) = CE
∗
k−1 ⊕S+k−1(D,χ)
for all even k > 2. The Fourier coefficient of E∗k−1 is given by
αℓ(E
∗
k−1) = aD(ℓ)
∑
d | ℓ
χ(d)dk−2
for (ℓ,D) = 1. Thus, (E∗k−1)w 6= 0 for all w ∈ [dK ] such that (D|w|2, D) = 1. Thus, by
Krieg’s isomorphism for the case N = 1, we know that (4.1) is true for all σ ∈ Γ and all
w, v such that (D|w|2, D) = 1. When D is prime, the remaining class w ∈ [dK ] such that
(D|w|2, D) 6= 1 is w = 0 and one easily works out the equation to show surjectivity in the
case of interest in [6]. We will not pursue this direction.
Our next result reduces the verification of the equation in Proposition 4.3 to that of
representatives of each equivalence class of Γ0(N) under the equivalence relation induced by
Γ0(D), namely α ∼ β if α = βγ for some γ ∈ Γ0(D).
Proposition 4.6. If the equation (4.1) in Proposition 4.3 holds for σ ∈ SL2(Z) and every
w, v ∈ [dK ] then it also holds for σγ and every w, v ∈ [dK ] for any γ ∈ Γ0(D). In particular,
(4.1) holds for all σ ∈ Γ0(D).
Proof. Fix a matrix γ =
(
x y
Dz t
)
∈ Γ0(D). From
σγ =
(
a b
c d
)(
x y
Dz t
)
=
(
ax+ bDz ay + bt
cx+ dDz cy + dt
)
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we find that µσγ(j) = µσ(j) which implies mσγ(j) = mσ(j) and nσγ(j) = nσ(j). For any
w ∈ [dK ] such that (D|w|2, m) = µ, it is easy to check that
Rσγ(w, j) = Rσ(w, j)
and finally, we can take
κσγ(j) = ty + t
2κσ(j).
First, assume z > 0. In Lemma 3.1 of [6], it was mentioned thatMu,v(γ) = δu,tve [xy|u|2]χ(t)
and so from the fact that M is a group homomorphism M(σγ) = M(σ)M(γ), one has
Mu,v(σγ) = Mu,tv(σ)e [xy|tv|2]χ(t). So the left hand side of (4.1) for σγ is∑
u
Mu,v(σγ)aw
Dau
D−1∑
j=0
(D|w|2,m)=µ
Rσγ(w, j)G(ψm;n(cx+ dDz))
× ψn((ax+ bDz) + (cx+ dDz)j)e
[|u|2j − |w|2κσγ]
=
∑
u
Mu,tv(σ)e [xy|tv|2]χ(t)aw
Dau
D−1∑
j=0
(D|w|2,m)=µ
Rσ(w, j)G(ψm;ncx)ψn(ax+ cxj)
× e [|u|2j − |w|2(ty + t2κσ)]
=
∑
u
Mu,tv(σ)e [xyt
2|v|2 − ty|w|2]χ(tx)aw
Dau
D−1∑
j=0
(D|w|2,m)=µ
G(ψm;nc)ψn(a + cj)e
[|u|2j − |tw|2κσ]
= e
[
ty(|v|2 − |w|2)]∑
u
Mu,tv(σ)atw
Dau
D−1∑
j=0
(D|w|2,m)=µ
G(ψm;nc)ψn(a+ cj)e
[|u|2j − |tw|2κσ]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
this is LHS of (4.1) with tv,tw replacing v,w respectively
by observing that xt ≡ 1 mod D whence e [xyt2|v|2 − ty|w|2] = e [ty(|v|2 − |w|2)] as (xt −
1)|v|2 ∈ Z. Since (t, D) = 1, multiplication by t induces automorphism of [dK ] so that we
have atw = aw, (D|tw|2, m) = (D|w|2, m).
As indicated, the last sum is the left hand side of (4.1) for σ and tv, tw in place of v, w. So
we get δ mod DD|tw|2,D|tv|2 for the answer by the hypothesis that the equation holds for σ. Note that
the same as δ mod DD|tw|2,D|tv|2 = δ
mod D
D|w|2,D|v|2 again by (t, D) = 1. Evidently, ifD|w|2 ≡ D|v|2 mod D
then e [ty(|v|2 − |w|2)] = 1. So (4.1) holds for σγ and v, w.
The case z = 0 can be handled similarly. Note that this case includes the matrix −I2
which accounts for the case where z < 0. Recall that Mw′,v(γ) = sign [x] δw′,xve [xy|w′|2] from
the definition so that
Mu,v(σγ) =
∑
w′
Mu,w′(σ)Mw′,v(γ)
=
∑
w′
Mu,w′(σ)sign [x] δw′,xve
[
xy|w′|2]
= sign [x]Mu,xv(σ)e
[
xy|xv|2]
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and we get∑
u
sign [x]Mu,xv(σ)e [xy|xv|2] aw
Dau
D−1∑
j=0
(D|w|2,m)=µ
Rσ(w, j)G(ψm;ncx)ψn(ax+ cxj)×
× e [|u|2j − |w|2(ty + t2κσ)]
= sign [x]χ(x)e
[
xy|xv|2 − |w|2ty]∑
u
Mu,xv(σ)aw
Dau
D−1∑
j=0
(D|w|2,m)=µ
Rσ(w, j)G(ψm;nc)ψn(a+ cj)×
× e [|u|2j − |tw|2κσ)]
The inner sum is again the left hand side of (4.1) with xv and tw in place of v, w respectively
so we get δ mod DD|xv|2,D|tw|2 as a result by assumption. Note that z = 0 implies x = t = ±1 so
|xv|2 = |x|2 and |tw|2 = |w|2. Thus, if D|xv|2 ≡ D|tw|2 mod D then if x = t = 1 then
sign [x]χ(x)e [xy|xv|2 − |w|2ty] = sign [1]χ(1)e [y|v|2 − |w|2y] = 1 obviously. Otherwise, if
x = t = −1 then sign [x]χ(x)e [xy|xv|2 − |w|2ty] = sign [−1]χ(−1)e [−y|v|2 + |w|2y] = 1.
For the remaining statement, one easily check that the equation holds for σ = I2 and all
v, w ∈ [dK ]. 
5. Hermitian Maaß lift
This section is dedicated to proving the main theorem of the article
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that (D,N) = 1. Let g ∈M+k−1(DN,χ). For any u ∈ [dK ], define
gu(τ) := χ(N)
−i√D
aD(−D|u|2)
∞∑
ℓ=0
ℓ≡−D|u|2 mod D
aℓ(g)e
[
ℓτ
D
]
and
ϕg :=
∑
u∈[dK ]
guϑu where ϑu(τ, z, w) :=
∑
a∈u+oK
e
[|a|2τ + az + aw] .
Then ϕg ∈ J∗k,1(N) and ϕg 7→ g under the injective map J∗k(N)→M+k−1(DN,χ) in Proposi-
tion 2.5.
In particular, we have an isomorphism J∗k(N) ∼= M+k−1(DN,χ).
By the results of previous section, we only need to show the equation (4.1) holds for all
representatives σ ∈ Γ0(1) = SL2(Z) of Γ0(1)/Γ0(D) and all v, w ∈ [dK ]. (This is stronger
than the criterion in Proposition 4.3.) From the well–known representatives for Γ0(1)/Γ0(D)
and the fact that the class of the identity matrix is already settled in Proposition 4.6, we
reduce the verification to that of σ =
(
a b
c d
)
with c | D and c > 0. Fix such an arbitrary σ
and two arbitrary classes v, w ∈ [dK ]. Let
Au :=
∑
j mod D
(D|w|2,m)=µ
aw
au
Rσ(w, j) G(ψm;nc) ψn(a+ cj) e
[|u|2j − |w|2κ]
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and
A :=
∑
u∈[dK ]
Mu,v(σ)
D
Au.
be a factor of the inner summand and the left hand side (respectively) of (4.1). Under our
assumption on the lower left entry c of σ, we shall evaluate Au and then A explicitly to
establish (4.1), namely to show that A = δ mod DD|w|2,D|v|2.
For clarity and due to the fact that the complete set of representatives of [dK ] are of
different forms, we consider the two cases of odd and even discriminant D separately. The
proof strategy is pretty much the same; except for the fact that the even discriminant case
is technically much more complicated.
In this section, to simplify our formula, we recycle the previous notation e [•] as follow:
For any integer M 6= 0 and any rational number r ∈ Z(M) where
Z(M) :=
{a
b
∈ Q a, b ∈ Z, (a, b) = 1 and (b,M) = 1
}
,
the notation e
[
r
M
]
will always mean the root of unity e
[
s
M
]
= e2πis/M where s is any integer
such that r ≡ s mod MZ(M). For example, if r is odd, then e
[
1
r
2e
]
= e
[
s
2e
]
where s is a
multiplicative inverse of r mod 2e i.e. s is any integer such that sr ≡ 1 mod 2e. This way,
we do not have to write the longer notation e
[
r−1 mod 2e
2e
]
or resort to defining a lot of new
symbol for multiplicative inverse.
5.1. The odd discriminant case. Let us consider the case where the discriminant −D is
odd. In this case, D ≡ 3 mod 4 and we also know that D is square-free. The representatives
for [dK ] can be taken from {
ix√
D
x ∈ Z/DZ
}
.
Here, x ∈ Z/DZ refers to the choice of x ∈ Z from any complete sets of representatives of
Z/DZ. Note that D|u|2 mod D is independent of the representative for u.
We record the following lemma which is a slight generalization of Lemma A in [18] Section
6.
Lemma 5.2. Given odd prime p and x, y, z ∈ Z, p ∤ z, let ψ = (∗|p) be the Legendre symbol
for the prime p. Then one has
p−1∑
j=1
ψ(j)e
[
z
jx2 + j−1y2
p
]
= G(ψ; z)
ψ(x2) + ψ(y2)
1 + ψ(y2)
∑
γ mod p
γ2≡y2 mod p
e
[
2xzγ
p
]
Set D∗ = D
c
. We proceed to evaluate the left hand side of (4.1). Under our assumption
that c|D and c > 0, it is easy to evaluate the matrix explicitly
Mu,v(σ) =
−i√
D
e
[
ax2 − 2xy + dy2
Dc
]
G(ψc; a) δ
mod c
x,dy(5.1)
if u, v ∈ [dK ] are represented by u = [ ix√D ], v = [
iy√
D
] for some x, y ∈ Z.
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Choose any h ∈ Z such that h ≡
{
b mod c
c−1 mod D∗
and for any u ∈ [dK ], we set
Fu :=
∑
γ mod D∗
γ2≡D|w|2 mod D∗
e
[
2xh2γ
D∗
]
if u =
[
ix√
D
]
.
(The right hand side is the same for any x ∈ Z as long as x2 ≡ D|u|2 mod D. Also, recall
that we fix w ∈ [dK ].)
Then using Lemma 5.2, we find that for any fixed u ∈ [dK ], the inner sum over j on the
left hand side of (4.1) equals
Au = c δ
mod c
D|u|2,D|dw|2 Fu,wG(ψD∗)ψc(a)e
[
−|w|2dh− D|u|
2ah2
D∗
]
.(5.2)
Take representative v = [ iy√
D
] ∈ [oK ]. By mean of (5.1) and (5.2) and change of variable
from u = [ ix√
D
] to x mod D, one has
A =
∑
x mod D
x2≡D|dw|2 mod c
−i√
D
e
[
ax2−2xy+dy2
Dc
]
G(ψc; a) δ
mod c
x,dy
D
cF[ ix√
D
]G(ψD∗)ψc(a)e
[
−|w|2dh− x
2ah2
D∗
]
=
∑
x mod D
x≡dy mod c
x2≡D|dw|2 mod c
1
D∗
e
[
ax2 − 2xy + dy2
Dc
− |w|2dh− x
2ah2
D∗
]
F[ ix√
D
]
Here, note that G(ψc)G(ψD∗) = i
√
D since ψc(−1)ψD∗(−1) = χ(−1) = −1.
Evidently, if D|v|2 ≡ d2y2 6≡ D|dw|2 mod c then the last sum is an empty sum (there is
no x satisfying the two conditions) and thus is zero which is the same as δ mod DD|v|2,D|w|2.
Let us consider the case D|v|2 ≡ D|dw|2 mod c and the sum reduces to just sum over
x mod D such that x ≡ dy mod c. Making change of summation variable to x mod D∗ by
identifying x with cx+ dy and we continue with
A =
∑
x mod D∗
1
D∗
e
[
a(cx+ dy)2 − 2(cx+ dy)y + dy2
Dc
− |w|2dh− (cx+ dy)
2ah2
D∗
]
F
[
i(cx+dy)√
D
]
=
∑
x mod D∗
1
D∗
e
[
a(cx+ dy)2 − 2(cx+ dy)y + dy2
Dc
− |w|2dh− (cx+ dy)
2ah2
D∗
]
×
 ∑
γ mod D∗
γ2≡D|w|2 mod D∗
e
[
2(cx+ dy)h2γ
D∗
]
=
∑
γ mod D∗
γ2≡D|w|2 mod D∗
e
[
−D|w|
2dh
D
+
bdy2
D
+
2dyh2γ − ad2y2h2
D∗
]
1
D∗
∑
x mod D∗
e
[
(2by + 2hγ − 2dyah) x
D∗
]
The inner sum over x mod D∗ is either D∗ or 0 depending on whether D∗ | 2by+2hγ−2dyah
or not. Note that D∗ | 2by + 2hγ − 2dyah is equivalent to γ ≡ y mod D∗. And so the outer
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sum over γ is empty i.e. A = 0 if y2 = D|v|2 6≡ D|w|2 mod D∗. We have thus shown that
A = 0 if D|v|2 6≡ D|w|2 mod D i.e. if either D|v|2 6≡ D|w|2 mod D∗ or D|v|2 6≡ D|w|2 mod c;
which matches the right hand side δ mod DD|w|2,D|v|2 of (4.1) by Chinese Remainder Theorem.
In case D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod D, the sum over γ is just the summand at γ = y i.e.
A = e
[
−D|w|
2dh
D
+
bdy2
D
+
2dyh2y − ad2y2h2
D∗
]
= e
[−hd+ bd + 2cdh2 − acd2h2
D
y2
]
= 1
because −hd+ bd+ 2cdh2 − acd2h2 ≡ 0 mod D by definition of h. It is obvious mod c since
h ≡ b mod c. We have c(−hd+bd+2cdh2−acd2h2) ≡ −d+cbd+2d−ad2 ≡ d−(ad−bc)d ≡
0 mod D∗ and so −hd + bd+ 2cdh2 − acd2h2 ≡ 0 mod D∗ as well.
This concludes our verification of (4.1); thus establishing the lifting when D is odd.
5.2. The even discriminant case. Now we move on to the even discriminant case. In this
case the representatives for [dK ] can be taken from{
x1
2
+
ix2√
D
x1 ∈ Z/2Z and x2 ∈ Z/
(
D
2
)
Z
}
Decompose D = 2eD′, c = 2fc′ where e = val2(D), f = val2(c) are 2-adic valuation of D
and c respectively; in other words, 2 ∤ c′ and 2 ∤ D′. Let c∗ be the c component of D i.e.
c∗ = 2ec′ if f ≥ 1 and c∗ = c = c′ if f = 0 i.e. 2 ∤ c. (Note that D′ is square-free so c′ is
also square-free.) Let D∗ := D
c∗ , f1 := val2((D
∗, D|w|2)),
f2 := e− log2
(
c∗
c′
)
=
{
0 if 2 | c,
e if 2 ∤ c.
Note that f2 is the power of 2 dividing D
∗ for
D∗ =
D
c∗
=
2eD′
2e−f2c′
= 2f2
D′
c′
so
f1 = min(f2, val2(D|w|2)).
For any u ∈ [dK ], set
Eu :=

G (χ2;D
′c)χ2(D|u|2 +D|w|2) if 2 ∤ c
δ mod 2
e−1
D|u|2−D|w|2,c 2
e−1 χ2(a) e
[
−D
′D|w|2ab
2e
]
×
(
1 + e
[
D′(D|u|2−D|w|2(2bc+1)−D|w|2cd)
2e
]
χ2(1 + ac)
)
if 2 | c
Fu :=
∑
γ mod D
′
c′
γ2≡D|w|2 mod D′
c′
e
[
2x 1
cc∗2
−f2γ
D′
c′
]
for any x such that x2 ≡ D|u|2 mod D
′
c′
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E ′u :=

1 if e− f1 = 0,
(−1)D|u|2 if e− f1 = 1,
(−1)D|u|2/2 if e− f1 = 2 and D|u|2 ≡ 0 mod 2,
(−1)D|u|
2+D|w|2/2
2 χ2(−1) if e− f1 = 2 and D|u|2 ≡ 1 mod 2
Ku := e
[
−
D|u|2 ab
D/c′
c′
− D|u|
2 a
cc∗
D∗
− D|w|
2 d
cc∗
D∗
]
= e
[
−
D|u|2 ab
D/c′
c′
−
1
2f2
D|u|2 a
cc∗
D′/c′
−
1
2f2
D|w|2 d
cc∗
D′/c′
−
1
D′/c′D|u|2 acc∗
2f2
−
1
D′/c′D|w|2 dcc∗
2f2
]
Then with Lemma 5.2 and a lot of computations, we find that the inner sum over j on
the left hand side of (4.1) is likewise given by
Au = Bu + (1− δf1,0)Cu
where
Bu = c
′ δ mod c
′
D|u|2,D|dw|2FuKuEu
1 + χ2(D|w|2)
1 + χ2(D|u|2) G(ψ D
∗
2f2
; 2f2c∗c)ψc′(a)
Cu = c δ
mod c
D|u|2,D|dw|2FuKuE
′
u
1
1 + χ2(D|u|2)G(ψD
∗)ψc(a)
In the formula above, the Bu and (1 − δf1,0)Cu are the partition of the sum over j in the
definition of Au into those such that 2 ∤ (D|w|2, m) and 2 | (D|w|2, m) respectively.
Certainly, there exists j such that 2 | (D|w|2, m) only when 2 | (D|w|2, D∗) i.e. f1 6= 0; the
fact we indicated by the factor (1− δf1,0) in the formula.
Note that 1 − δ0,f1 6= 0 only when c is odd and 2 | D|w|2; in which case, f2 = e,
G(ψ D∗
2f2
; 2f2c∗c) = G(ψD∗
2e
; 2e), G(ψD∗) = G(ψD∗
2e
; 2e)G(χ2;
D∗
2e
) and notice that D
∗
2e
= D
c∗2e =
D′
c′ so if 1− δ0,f1 6= 0, we have a simpler formula
Au = c
′ δ mod c
′
D|u|2,D|dw|2FuKu
1 + χ2(D|w|2)
1 + χ2(D|u|2) G(ψ D
∗
2f2
; 2f2c∗c)ψc′(a)[Eu + (1− δf1,0)E ′uG(χ2;D′/c′)].
As for the matrix, let u = [x1
2
+ ix2√
D
] and v = [y1
2
+ iy2√
D
] be representatives then we have
Mu,v(σ) = e
[
1
D/c′ bdy
2
2
c′
]
δ mod c
′
x2,dy2
G(ψc′; a2
f)
i
√
D
e
[ 1
2e+f c′2 (ax
2
2 − 2x2y2 + dy22)
D′/c′
]
M∗u,v(σ)
where the factor
M∗u,v(σ) := 2
f−2δ mod 2
f−1
x2,dy2
e
[ 1
c′ (ax
2
1 − 2x1y1 + dy21)
2f+2
+
1
D′c′ (ax
2
2 − 2x2y2 + dy22)
2e+f
]
Here, we take a convention that δ
mod 1/2
X,Y = 1 for all X, Y ∈ Z.
Since D = 2e c′ (D
′
c′ ) and the three factors are relatively prime,
δ mod DD|v|2,D|w|2 = δ
mod 2e
D|v|2,D|w|2 × δ mod c
′
D|v|2,D|w|2 × δ mod D
′/c′
D|v|2,D|w|2.
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Similar to the odd discriminant case, we show that A = δ mod DD|v|2,D|w|2 by showing that A = 1
only when D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod c′, D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod D′
c′ and D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 2e; and
A = 0 otherwise.
In all cases, we see that in order that Mu,v(σ)
D
Au 6= 0, u must satisfies the two con-
gruences D|u|2 ≡ D|dw|2 mod c′ and x2 ≡ dy2 mod c′. The second condition implies
D|u|2 ≡ D|dv|2 mod c′. Thus, if D|v|2 6≡ D|w|2 mod c′, A = 0. So let us now assume
that D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod c′ and the sum reduces to over u such that x2 ≡ dy2 mod c′ (for
then D|u|2 ≡ D|dw|2 mod c′ holds automatically). Identifying u with a pair (x1, x2) ∈
Z/2Z× Z/(D
2
)Z, we can rewrite the sum
A =
G(ψc′; 2
f)G(ψD′
c′
; 2e+f)
i2e
√
D
A+A−
where
A+ =
1
D′/c′
∑
x2 mod D′
x2≡dy2 mod c′
Fue
[
1
2e+f c′2 (ax
2
2 − 2x2y2 + dy22)
D′/c′
−
1
2f2
D|u|2 a
cc∗
D′/c′
−
1
2f2
D|w|2 d
cc∗
D′/c′
]
A− =
∑
x1 mod 2
x2 mod 2
e−1
e
[
−
1
D′/c′D|u|2 acc∗
2f2
−
1
D′/c′D|w|2 dcc∗
2f2
]
1 + χ2(D|w|2)
1 + χ2(D|u|2)×
× [Eu + (1− δf1,0)E ′uG(χ2;D′/c′)]M∗u,v(σ)
We shall show that
A+ = δ
mod D′/c′
D|v|2,D|w|2(5.3)
and
G(ψc′ ; 2
f)G(ψD′
c′
; 2e+f)
i2e
√
D
A− = δ mod 2
e
D|v|2,D|w|2(5.4)
which completes the proof that A = δDD|v|2,D|w|2. But first, using property of Gauss sum and
quadratic reciprocity, one can simplify (5.4) to
A− = δ mod 2
e
D|v|2,D|w|2(−1)
(c′−1)(D′/c′−1)
4 ψD′(2)
fψc′(2
e)2eG(χ2;D
′)(5.5)
We compute A+ to establish (5.3):
A+ =
1
D′/c′
∑
x2 mod D′
x2≡dy2 mod c′
∑
γ mod D
′
c′
γ2≡D|w|2 mod D′
c′
e
[
2x2
1
cc∗2
−f2γ
D′/c′
]
×
× e
[
1
2e+f c′2 (✚
✚ax22 − 2x2y2 + dy22)
D′/c′
−
✚
✚
✚
✚✚1
2f2
x22
a
cc∗
D′/c′
−
1
2f2
D|w|2 d
cc∗
D′/c′
]
since 2f2cc∗ = 2f22fc′2e−f2c′ = 2ec′2
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=
1
D′/c′
e
[ 1
2e+f c′2dy
2
2
D′/c′
−
1
2e+f c′2dD|w|2
D′/c′
] ∑
γ mod D
′
c′
γ2≡D|w|2 mod D′
c′
∑
x2 mod D′
x2≡dy2 mod c′
e
[
2 1
2e+fc′2 (γ − y2)x2
D′/c′
]
=
1
D′/c′
e
[ 1
2e+f c′2dy
2
2
D′/c′
−
1
2e+f c′2dD|w|2
D′/c′
] ∑
γ mod D
′
c′
γ2≡D|w|2 mod D′
c′
D′
c′
δ mod D
′/c′
γ,y2
=
1
D′/c′
D′
c′
δ
mod D′/c′
y22 ,D|w|2
e
[ 1
2e+f c′2dy
2
2
D′/c′
−
1
2e+f c′2dD|w|2
D′/c′
]
= δ
mod D′/c′
D|v|2,D|w|2
Thus, we showed that A = 0 if D|v|2 6≡ D|w|2 mod D′/c′.
To prove (5.5), observe that it is in principle a finite check since we have finitely many
(but a lot of) possibilities for e, f and a, b, c, d, D
′
c′ , D|w|2, D|v|2 mod 2e. Note that D|u|2 ≡
2e−2D′x21 + x
2
2 mod 2
e only depend on x1 mod 2 and x2 mod 2
e−1. Also, we must have
χ2(D|u|2) 6= −1 so χ2(D|u|2) = 0 if 2 | D|u|2 and is 1 otherwise. In other words, χ2(D|u|2) =
δ mod 2D|u|2,1. In particular, if e = 2 then D|u|2 ≡ 1 mod 4 if 2 ∤ D|u|2. For illustration, we es-
tablish (5.5) in the case e = 2. The case e = 3 is similarly solved by case-by-case analysis.
From now on, we assume e = 2 and “left hand side” (LHS) and “right hand side” (RHS)
refers to that of equation (5.5). As the matrix σ is fixed, we drop it in the notation M∗u,v(σ).
Note that when e = 2, we must have D′ ≡ 1 mod 4 so that D = 2eD′ = 4D′ is a
fundamental discriminant.
5.2.1. The case f = 2 and e = 2. Note that in this case, c is even so a, d are both odd. Then
A− =
∑
x1 mod 2
x2 mod 2
e−1
1 + χ2(D|w|2)
1 + χ2(D|u|2)EuM
∗
u,v(σ).(5.6)
since f2 = 0 and 1− δf1,0 = 0. (Note that the above holds as long as 2 | c i.e. f ≥ 1.)
By definition, M∗u,v(σ) 6= 0 only when x1 ≡ dy1 mod 2 and x2 ≡ dy2 mod 2 in which case
χ2(D|u|2) = χ2(d2D|v|2) = χ2(D|v|2) and (5.6) reduces to
A− =
∑
x2 mod 2e−1
x1=dy1,x2≡dy2 mod 2
1 + χ2(D|w|2)
1 + χ2(D|v|2)EuM
∗
u,v(σ)
=
1 + χ2(D|w|2)
1 + χ2(D|v|2)
∑
x2 mod 2e−1
x1=dy1,x2≡dy2 mod 2
EuM
∗
u,v(σ)(5.7)
Likewise, observe that Eu 6= 0 only when D|u|2 − D|w|2 ≡ c mod 2e−1 so we must have
D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 2e−1 in order that A− 6= 0. It also follows from the definition of
Eu = δ
mod 2e−1
D|u|2−D|w|2,c 2
e−1 χ2(a) e
[
−D
′D|w|2ab
2e
]
×
×
(
1 + e
[
D′(D|u|2 −D|w|2(2bc + 1)−D|w|2cd)
2e
]
χ2(1 + ac)
)
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that we further need D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 2e in order that the last factor 1+e [...]χ2(1+ac) 6=
0. Hence, A− = 0 unless D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 2e.
Now let us assume D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 2e. We find that
Eu = 2
eχ2(a)e
[
−D
′D|w|2ab
2e
]
is independent of u (if its parameter satisfies the summation condition x1 ≡ dy1 mod 2 and
x2 ≡ dy2 mod 2) and so in case e = f = 2, one has
A− = 2eχ2(a)e
[
−D
′D|w|2ab
2e
]
1 + χ2(D|w|2)
1 + χ2(D|v|2)
∑
x2 mod 2e−1
x1=dy1,x2≡dy2 mod 2
M∗u,v(σ)
= 2eχ2(a)e
[
−D
′D|v|2ab
2e
]
e
[ 1
c′ (a(dy1)
2 − 2(dy1)y1 + dy21)
16
+
1
D′c′ (a(dy2)
2 − 2(dy2)y2 + dy22)
16
]
×
×
(
1 + e
[
ac′D′
4
])(
1 + e
[
ac′
4
])
= 2eχ2(a)e
[
−D
′D|v|2ab
2e
]
e
[
bdy21
4
+
1
D′ bdy
2
2
4
](
1 + e
[
ac′
4
])2
= 2eχ2(a)
(
1 + e
[
ac′
4
])2
= 2eχ2(a)
1 + 2e
[
ac′
4
]
+ e
[
ac′
2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(−1)ac′=−1

= 2e2χ2(a)e
[
ac′
4
]
= 2iχ2(a)χ2(ac
′)
= 2e+1iχ2(c
′).
In this case, the right hand side of (5.5) is 2e(−1)(c′−1)/22i = 2e2iχ2(c′). That is because
G(ψ2, D
′) = 2i and since D′ ≡ 1 mod 4, we find that D′
c′ ≡ c′ mod 4 and so
(−1)(c′−1)(D′/c′−1)/4 = (−1)(c′−1)2/4 = (−1)(c′−1)/2.
So we are done.
5.2.2. The case f = 1 and e = 2. For the case f = 1, we have
M∗u,v = 2δ
mod 2
2e−2D′,x2−dy2δ
mod 2
1,x1−dy1 e
[ 1
c′ (ax
2
1 − 2x1y1 + dy21)
8
+
1
D′c′ (ax
2
2 − 2x2y2 + dy22)
2e+1
]
So M∗u,v 6= 0 only for x2 = dy2 + D′ ≡ dy2 + 1 mod 2 and x1 ≡ dy1 + 1 mod 2 (then
D|u|2 ≡ (dy1+1)2+ (dy2+1)2 ≡ D|v|2+2d(y1+ y2) + 2 mod 4 so D|u|2 ≡ D|v|2 mod 2 and
we still have χ2(D|u|2) = χ2(D|v|2). We likewise find that with such conditions on x1, x2,
the factor Eu 6= 0 only when D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 4: first, we need D|u|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 2 so
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D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 2 and given that, the factor
1 + e
[
D′(D|u|2 −D|w|2(2bc+ 1)−D|w|2cd)
2e
]
χ2(1 + ac)
= 1 + e
[
D|v|2 + 2d(y1 + y2) + 2−D|w|2 − 2D|w|2c′d
4
]
(−1)ac′ since D′ ≡ 1 mod 4 and c = 2c′
= 1− e
[
D|v|2 −D|w|2
4
+
d(y1 + y2) + 1−D|w|2c′d
2
]
= 1 + e
[
D|v|2 −D|w|2
4
]
in the definition of Eu is zero unless D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 4. When D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 4, the
value of the above factor is 2. So if D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 4 then the summation in (5.7) is just
a singleton where x1 = dy1 + 1 and x2 = dy2 + 1:
A− = 2e χ2(a) e
[
−D
′D|w|2ab
2e
]
2e
[ 1
c′ (a(dy1 + 1)
2 − 2(dy1 + 1)y1 + dy21)
8
]
×
× e
[ 1
D′c′ (a(dy2 + 1)
2 − 2(dy2 + 1)y2 + dy22)
2e+1
]
= 2e+1 χ2(a) e
[
−D|v|
2ab
4
+
1
c′ (2(ad− 1)y1 + (ad− 1)dy21 + a)
8
]
×
× e
[
D′
c′ (2(ad− 1)y2 + (ad− 1)dy22 + a)
8
]
= 2e+1 χ2(a) e
[
−D|v|
2ab
4
+
1
c′ (2 · 2bc′ · y1 + 2bc′dy21 + a) + D
′
c′ (2 · 2bc′ · y2 + 2bc′dy22 + a)
8
]
= 2e+1 χ2(a) e
[
−D|v|
2ab
4
+
4by1 + 2bdy
2
1 +D
′(4by2 + 2bdy22) + ac
′ + aD
′
c′
8
]
= 2e+1 χ2(a) e
[
−D|v|
2ab
4
+
by1 +D
′by2
2
+
bdy21 +D
′bdy22
4
+
ac′(D′ + 1)
8
]
= 2e+1 χ2(a) e
[
b((d− a)D|v|2 + 2(y1 + y2))
4
+
ac′(D′ + 1)
8
]
= 2e+1 χ2(a) e
[
c′a(D′ + 1)
8
]
Note here to derive the last equation above, we reason that a ≡ d ≡ 1 mod 2 so we either
have a−d ≡ 2 mod 4 whence d−a
2
D|v|2+y1+y2 ≡ D|v|2+y1+y2 ≡ y21+y22+y1+y2 ≡ 0 mod 2
and so b((d−a)D|v|2+2(y1+ y2)) ≡ 0 mod 4; or a−d ≡ 0 mod 4 whence ad ≡ 1 mod 4 and
so we must have 2 | b which also leads to b((d − a)D|v|2 + 2(y1 + y2)) ≡ 0 mod 4 since the
other factor is clearly divisible by 2 and so
b((d − a)D|v|2 + 2(y1 + y2))
4
∈ Z
always.
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Once again, we match the RHS perfectly as in the previous case for e = f = 2. The
difference is the involvement of the ψD′(2) since the exponent f is odd:
(−1) (c
′−1)(D′/c′−1)
4 ψD′(2)
fψc′(2
e)2eG(χ2;D
′) = (−1) (c
′−1)(D′/c′−1)
4 ψD′(2)2
e+1i
and we observe that
e
[
c′a(D′ + 1)
8
]
= e
[
c′aD
′+1
2
4
]
=
{
e
[
c′a
4
]
if D
′+1
2
≡ 1 mod 4 ⇐⇒ D′ ≡ 1 mod 8
e
[− c′a
4
]
if D
′+1
2
≡ −1 mod 4 ⇐⇒ D′ ≡ 5 mod 8
= ψD′(2)e
[
c′a
4
]
since e
[
c′a
4
]
∈ {±i}
and so (5.5) reduces to
χ2(a)e
[
c′a
4
]
= (−1) (c
′−1)(D′/c′−1)
4 i = χ2(c
′)i
which was established in the previous case.
5.2.3. The case f = 0 and e = 2. If f = 0 then the equation (5.5) reads∑
x1 mod 2
x2 mod 2
e−1
e
[
−
1
D′/c′D|u|2 acc∗
2e
]
1 + χ2(D|w|2)
1 + χ2(D|u|2)×
× [G (χ2;D′c)χ2(D|u|2 +D|w|2) + (1− δf1,0)E ′uG(χ2;D′/c′)]M∗u,v
= δ mod 2
e
D|v|2,D|w|2(−1)
(c′−1)(D′/c′−1)
4 ψc′(2
e)2eG(χ2;D
′)e
[
1
D′/c′D|w|2 dcc∗
2e
]
We can cancel the Gauss sum on both sides to get an equivalent equation∑
x1 mod 2
x2 mod 2
e−1
e
[
−
1
D′/c′ (✘✘
✘✘✘2e−2D′x21 + ✓✓x
2
2)a
2e
−
1
D′/c′D|w|2d
2e
]
1 + χ2(D|w|2)
1 + χ2(D|u|2)×
× [χ2(D|u|2 +D|w|2) + (1− δf1,0)E ′u]×
× e
[
1
c′ (✚
✚ax21 − 2x1y1 + dy21)
4
+
1
D′c′ (✚
✚ax22 − 2x2y2 + dy22)
2e
]
=δ mod 2
e
D|v|2,D|w|2(−1)
(c′−1)(D′/c′−1)
4 ψc′(2
e)2eχ2(c)(5.8)
whose left hand side can be further simplified to
(1 + χ2(D|w|2))e
[
−
d
D′/c′ (D|v|2 −D|w|2)
2e
]
×
×
∑
x1 mod 2
x2 mod 2
e−1
χ2(D|u|2 +D|w|2) + (1− δf1,0)E ′u
1 + χ2(D|u|2) e
[
−
1
c′x1y1
2
−
1
D′c′x2y2
2e−1
]
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since
e
[ 1
c′ (dy
2
1)
4
+
1
D′c′ (dy
2
2)
2e
]
= e
[ 1
c′ (dy
2
1)2
e−2 + 1
D′c′ (dy
2
2)
2e
]
= e
[
d
D′/c′ [2
e−2D′y21 + y
2
2]
2e
]
= e
[
d
D′/c′D|v|2
2e
]
.
If 2 ∤ D|w|2 then χ2(D|u|2+D|w|2) + (1− δf1,0)E ′u = χ2(D|u|2+D|w|2) is non-zero only
when D|u|2 ≡ 0 mod 2; in other words, we need x1 ≡ x2 mod 2. In this case, we always have
χ2(D|w|2) = 1 and χ2(D|u|2) = 0. So the left hand side of (5.8) is just
2e
[
1
D′/c′ (D|v|2 −D|w|2)d
2e
] ∑
x1 mod 2
x2 mod 2
e−1
2 | D|u|2
χ2(D|u|2 +D|w|2)e
[ 1
c′ (−2x1y1)
4
+
1
D′c′ (−2x2y2)
2e
]
If e = 2 then note that D′ ≡ 1 mod 4 and D|w|2 ≡ 1 mod 4 and so∑
x1 mod 2
x2 mod 2
e−1
2 | D|u|2
χ2(D|u|2 +D|w|2)e
[ 1
c′ (−2x1y1)
4
+
1
D′c′ (−2x2y2)
2e
]
=
∑
x1 mod 2
x2=x1
χ2(2x
2
1 +D|w|2)e
[ 1
c′ (−2x1y1)
4
+
1
c′ (−2x2y2)
4
]
=
∑
x1 mod 2
x2=x1
(−1) 2x
2
1+D|w|2−1
2 e
[ −1
c′ (y1 + y2)x1
2
]
=
∑
x1 mod 2
x2=x1
(−1) 2x
2
1
2 (−1)(y1+y2)x1
=1− (−1)y1+y2
so A− = 0 unless y1 + y2 ≡ 1 mod 2, in which case D|v|2 ≡ 1 mod 2 and so D|v|2 ≡
D|w|2 ≡ 1 mod 4. When that happen the left hand side is just 4. And the remaining factor
on the right hand side (−1)(c′−1)(D′/c′−1)/4ψc′(2e)χ2(c) = 1. That is because we must have
c′ ≡ D′/c′ mod 4 here and so (−1)(c′−1)(D′/c′−1)/4 = (−1)(c′−1)/2 = χ2(c).
Now let us consider 2 | D|w|2. We either have e − f1 = 0 i.e. D|w|2 ≡ 0 mod 4 whence
E ′u = 1 or e− f1 = 1 i.e. D|w|2 ≡ 2 mod 4 whence E ′u = (−1)D|u|2. And so
LHS(5.8) = e
[
−
d
D′/c′ (D|v|2 −D|w|2)
2e
] ∑
x1,x2 mod 2
χ2(D|u|2 +D|w|2) + E ′u
1 + χ2(D|u|2) e
[
−
1
c′x1y1
2
−
1
D′c′x2y2
2
]
= e [...]
∑
x1,x2 mod 2
χ2(D|u|2 +D|w|2) + E ′u
1 + χ2(D|u|2) (−1)
x1y1+x2y2 since D′ ≡ 1 mod 4
= e [...]

∑
x1 mod 2
x2=x1
χ2(D|u|2 +D|w|2) + E ′u
1 + χ2(D|u|2) (−1)
x1y1+x2y2+
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+
∑
x1 mod 2
x2=1−x1
χ2(D|u|2 +D|w|2) + E ′u
1 + χ2(D|u|2) (−1)
x1y1+x2y2

= e [...]
 ∑
x1 mod 2
x2=x1
E ′u(−1)x1(y1+y2) +
∑
x1 mod 2
x2=1−x1
(−1)(D|u|2+D|w|2−1)/2 + E ′u
2
(−1)x1(y1−y2)+y2

= e [...]
 ∑
x1 mod 2
x2=x1
E ′u(−1)x1(y1+y2) +
(−1)y2
2
∑
x1 mod 2
x2=1−x1
[(−1)D|w|2/2 + E ′u](−1)x1(y1+y2)

= e [...]

(∑
x1 mod 2
x2=x1
(−1)x1(y1+y2) + (−1)y2 ∑x1 mod 2
x2=1−x1
(−1)x1(y1+y2)
)
if D|w|2 ≡ 0 mod 4,(∑
x1 mod 2
x2=x1
(−1)x1(y1+y2) + (−1)y2
2
∑
x1 mod 2
x2=1−x1
(−1− 1)(−1)x1(y1+y2)
)
if D|w|2 ≡ 2 mod 4
= e [...]
{
(1 + (−1)y2) (∑x1 mod 2(−1)x1(y1+y2)) if D|w|2 ≡ 0 mod 4,
(1− (−1)y2) (∑x1 mod 2(−1)x1(y1+y2)) if D|w|2 ≡ 2 mod 4
= e [...] (1 + (−1)D|w|2/2(−1)y2) (1 + (−1)y1+y2)
is non-zero only when y1 + y2 ≡ 0 mod 2 and y2 + D|w|
2
2
≡ 0 mod 2. The first implies
y1 ≡ y2 mod 2; together with the second condition, we get D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 4. So we
find that LHS of (5.8) is 0 if D|v|2 6≡ D|w|2 mod 4 and is 4 if D|v|2 ≡ D|w|2 mod 4 in case
2 | D|w|2 as well.
5.3. The map from elliptic forms to plus forms. With Berger-Klosin’s result, we have
completed most of the Saito-Kurokawa lift. All that remains is to construct a surjective
linear map
Sk−1(DN,χ)→ S+k−1(DN,χ).
For this linear map, we modify Ikeda’s construction in [12]. We recall the notation of [12].
For any positive integer M and prime q, we denote
Mq = q
valq(M)
where valq is the q-adic valuation and for a Dirichlet character ψ modulo M , we denote ψq
to be the character mod Mq defined by ψq(n) = ψq(n
′) for (n, q) = 1 where n′ is any integer
such that
n′ ≡
{
n mod Mq
1 mod M/Mq
and ψq(n) = 0 in case (n, q) > 1. Let ψ
′
q be the character ψ/ψq. (When ψ = χK , this
notation agrees with what we used previously in section 2.) We remark that our weight k−1
corresponds to the weight 2k + 1 in Ikeda’s paper.
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As in [12], we observe that for a primitive form f ∈ Sk−1(Dm,χ) and every subset
Q ⊂ QD := {prime divisors of D}, there exists a primitive form fQ whose Fourier coefficients
at prime p is given by
afQ(p) =
{
χQ(p)af (p) if p 6∈ Q,
χ′Q(p)af (p) otherwise.
where
χQ :=
∏
q∈Q
χq and χ
′
Q :=
∏
q∈QD\Q
χq =
χ
χQ
.
For any primitive form f ∈ Sk−1(Dm,χ) where m | N and for any ℓ such that ℓm | N ,
we define
f ∗[ℓ] :=
∑
Q⊂QD
χQ(−ℓ)fQ
Let us recycle the notation σℓ :=
(
ℓ
1
)
. Then any general form f ∈ Sk−1(DN,χ) can be
expressed uniquely as
f =
∑
i∈I
αi (fi|k−1σℓi)
where I is some finite indexing set, αi ∈ C×, fi ∈ Sk−1(Dmi, χ) are primitive forms (under
appropriate independence assumption) and mi, ℓi are natural numbers such that miℓi | N
and we set
f ∗ :=
∑
αi (f
∗
i [ℓi] | σℓi).
It is easy to verify that f ∗ ∈ S+k−1(DN,χ). This is because Lemma 15.4 in [12] (which we
restate below) holds verbatim and Corollary 15.5 follows with a minor twist:
Lemma 5.3 (Lemma 15.4 for higher level). Let f ∈ Sk−1(Dm,χ) be a primitive form with
(m,D) = 1. For any M ∈ Z, we split the prime factorization of M into primes not dividing
D, primes dividing D that are not in Q, and primes dividing D in Q:
M ′ =
∏
p∤D
pvalp(M) M ′Q =
∏
p | D,p 6∈Q
pvalp(M) MQ =
∏
p | D,p∈Q
pvalp(M)
as in the notation of Ikeda. Then the M-th Fourier coefficient of fQ are related to that of f
by
afQ(M) = af (M
′M ′Q)af (MQ)
∏
q∈Q
χ
q
(M)
where χ =
⊗′ χ
q
is the idele character corresponding to the quadratic character χ.
Corollary 5.4. Let f be as in previous lemma. Then
af∗[ℓ](M) = af(M
′)
∏
q|D
(af (Mq) + χq(ℓ)χq(−M)af (Mq))
= af(M
′)aD(ℓM)
∏
q | (D,M)
(af(Mq) + χq(−1)χq(ℓ)af (Mq)χq(M))
With this computation, it is evident that the form f ∗[ℓ]|σℓ ∈ S+k−1(Dmℓ, χ) as aD(ℓ2M) =
aD(M) as long as (D, ℓ) = 1.
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Proposition 5.5 (Ikeda [12] Proposition 15.17 for higher level). The map Sk−1(DN,χ)→
S+k−1(DN,χ) where f 7→ f ∗ is surjective.
Proof. Suppose that g ∈ S+k−1(DN,χ) which we can express as
g =
∑
i∈I
αi gi|k−1σℓi
with similar meaning for I, αi; for example, gi’s are primitive forms in Sk−1(Dmi, χ) and
miℓi | N . Following Ikeda, for each subset Q ⊂ QD, we consider the form
g′ =
∑
αiχQ(−ℓi)(gi)Q|σℓi
and observe that g−g′ has its n-th Fourier coefficient vanishing for all (n,DQ) = 1 (i.e. q ∤ n
for all q ∈ Q; equivalently, nQ = 1). To see that, one has 1
ag−g′(n) =
∑
αiagi(n/ℓi)−
∑
αiχQ(−ℓi)a(gi)Q(n/ℓi)
=
∑
i
li|n
αi[agi(n/ℓi)− χQ(−ℓi)agi((n/ℓi)′(n/ℓi)′Q)agi((n/ℓi)Q)
∏
q∈Q
χ
q
(n/ℓi)]
by Lemma 5.3
=
∑
i
li|n
αi[agi(n/ℓi)− χQ(−ℓi)agi((n/ℓi)′(n/ℓi)′Q︸ ︷︷ ︸
n/ℓi
)agi((n/ℓi)Q︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
)
∏
q∈Q
χq(n/ℓi)]
by Lemma 15.1 of [12]
=
∑
i
li|n
αi[agi(n/ℓi)− χQ(−n)agi(n/ℓi)]
=
∑
i
li|n
αi[1− χQ(−n)]agi(n/ℓi)
= [1− χQ(−n)]
(∑
αiagi(n/ℓi)
)
= [1− χQ(−n)]ag(n)
Note the fact that (n/ℓi)Q = 1 due to (n,Q) = nQ = 1 whence (n/ℓi)
′(n/ℓi)′Q = n/ℓi. Now
by assumption ag(n) = 0 whenever aD(n) = 0, we find that ag−g′(n) = 0 if aD(n) = 0. If
(n,Q) = 1 and aD(n) 6= 0 then we must have χq(−n) 6= −1 for all q|D; in other words,
either χq(−n) = 0 or χq(−n) = 1 for all q|D. We can’t conclude that χq(−n) = 1 for all
q|D but this should be the case for all q ∈ Q by assumption (n,Q) = 1. And so the factor
1− χQ(−n) = 0 and we still have ag−g′(n) = 0.
We have shown that g − g′ ∈ Sk−1(DN,χ) has vanishing n-th Fourier coefficient for all
(n,DQ) = 1. By Miyake [25] Theorem 4.6.8, we find that g − g′ = 0. Thus, we proved that
g =
∑
αiχQ(−ℓi)(gi)Q|σℓi
for every Q ⊂ QD. Summing both sides over all Q, we get
2|QD|g =
∑
Q
∑
αiχQ(−ℓi)(gi)Q|σℓi
1Here, we take a convention that ag(r) = 0 if r 6∈ Z.
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=
∑
αig
∗
i [ℓi]|σℓi
so g is in the image of the map. 
Remark 5.6. We remark that when D is prime and N = 1, we get Krieg’s remark mentioned
in the introduction. For then, Q = {D}, Sk−1(DN,χ) has a basis of primitive form and we
have f∅ = f and fQ = f ρ for any primitive form f . And we find that f ∗ = f∅− fQ = f − f ρ.
6. Hecke equivariant
Now we establish Hecke equivariance of our Maass lift for certain Hecke operators.
First, we characterize the Maaß space, similar to Andrianov’s characterization of Maaß
space in [3]. The following lemma is generalization of the Lemma in [18], Section 7 for
higher level Maaß space. Intuitively, it expresses the fact that the Fourier coefficients of
the hermitian modular forms in the Maaß space only depends on ǫ(T ) and det(T ), which is
evident in Definition 2.2.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that F ∈Mk,2(N) with Fourier expansion
F (Z) =
∑
T∈S2(Q)
cF (T ) e [Tr(TZ)] .
Then F ∈M∗k(N) if and only if there exists a function β : Z+ × Z≥0 → C such that
(i) for all T ∈ S2(Q), T ≥ 0, T 6= 0:
cF (T ) = β
(
ǫ(T ), D
det(T )
ǫ(T )2
)
(ii) for all d ∈ Z≥0, q ∈ Z+ and all primes p ∤ Nq:
(1− pk−1W )
∞∑
v=0
β(pvq, d)W v =
∞∑
v=0
β(q, p2vd)W v
holds as a formal power series in W ; in other words, β(pvq, d)− pk−1β(pv−1q, d) =
β(q, dp2v) for all v ≥ 0.
(iii) β(u, v) = β(1, vu2) for all u | N∞ i.e. if every prime divisor of u divides N .
The main utility of the lemma is the fact that the function β relates directly to the Fourier
coefficients of the form.
Now we recall the Hecke operator for Hermitian modular forms. The argument in Lemma
3.1 and Lemma 3.2 of [4] can be used to show that the commeasurator of Γ0,n(N) in
GU(n, n)(Q)+ is the whole group GU(n, n)(Q)+. (This was also claimed in [18], Section
1.) Modifying Andrianov’s definition for Siegel modular forms, we define the following sub-
semigroup of GU(n, n)(Q)+
∆0,n(N) := Γ0,n(N)
{
g ∈ GU(n, n)(Q)+ ∩ GL2n(K(N)) g ≡
(
In 0
0 µ(g)In
)
mod N
}
Γ0,n(N)
where K(N) =
⋂
p | N(oK)p ⊂ K denotes the subring of our imaginary quadratic field K
consisting of N -integral elements.
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Then (∆0,n(N),Γ0,n(N)) is a Shimura pair and we have the associated Z-ring of Hecke
operators as in [25], Chapter 2 or [29], Chapter 3. For a rational prime p, let us consider the
Hecke operator
Tp = Tp(N) := Γ0,2(N)
(
I2 0
0 pI2
)
Γ0,2(N).
In the proof of Theorem in Section 7 of [18], Krieg showed that when N = 1 and p is inert
in K, one has the decomposition
Γ0,2(1)
(
I2 0
0 pI2
)
Γ0,2(1) =
⊔
(D,B)∈R
Γ0,2(1)
(
pD̂ B
0 D
)
(6.1)
where D̂ := (Dt)−1 = (D∗)−1 and R is the finite set of following pair of matrices (D,B)
where
• D = I2, B = 0;
• D = pI2, B =
(
γ b
b δ
)
where b ∈ oK/poK and γ, δ = 1, 2, ..., p;
• D =
(
p 0
0 1
)
, B =
(
γ 0
0 0
)
where γ = 1, 2, ..., p; and
• D =
(
1 d
0 p
)
, B =
(
0 0
0 γ
)
where d ∈ oK/poK and γ = 1, 2, ..., p.
We extend his result to higher level.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that p ∤ N is inert in K and let ξ, λ ∈ Z be such that pξ −Nλ = 1.
Then the set
RN :=

(
ξpI2 λI2
NI2 I2
)
,

1 0 γ b
0 1 b δ
N 0 1 +Nγ Nb
0 N Nb 1 +Nδ
 ,

1 0 γ 0
0 ξp 0 λ
0 0 1 0
0 N 0 1
 ,

ξp 0 λ λd
−d 1 0 γ
N 0 1 d
0 0 0 1

where γ, δ = 1, 2, ..., p and b, d ∈ oK/poK

is a complete set of representatives for
Γ0,2(N) ∩ α−1Γ0,2(N)α︸ ︷︷ ︸
α−1Γ0,2(Np)α
\Γ0,2(N) where α =
(
I2 0
0 pI2
)
.
Proof. It follows from (6.1) and Shimura [29], Proposition 3.1 that RN is a complete set of
representatives for α−1Γ0,2(p)α\Γ0,2(1).
These representatives for α−1Γ0,2(p)α\Γ0,2(1) must be thus distinct classes in α−1Γ0,2(Np)α\Γ0,2(N)
as well since the condition for two matrices to be in the same class is independent of the
level.
It remains to see that there are no more classes. In other words, any matrix
(
A B
NC D
)
∈
Γ0,2(N) lies in one of the right α
−1Γ0,2(Np)α-coset of some matrix in RN : Let ρ ∈ Γ0,2(N)
be arbitrary and let ρ′ ∈ RN be the element such that ρ lies in the right coset (α−1Γ0,2(p)α) ρ′.
(Such an element exists because RN is a complete set of representatives for (α
−1Γ0,2(p)α)\Γ0,2(1)
that we extracted from Krieg.) Then there exists a matrix ρ′′ ∈ Γ0,2(p) such that ρ =
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α−1ρ′′αρ′. We then have α−1ρ′′α = ρ(ρ′)−1 ∈ Γ0,2(N) so that ρ′′ ∈ αΓ0,2(N)α−1. From a
simple observation that
α
(
A B
NC D
)
α−1 =
(
In 0
0 pIn
)(
A B
NC D
)(
In 0
0 1
p
In
)
=
(
A 1
p
B
pNC D
)
is in Γ0,2(p) if and only if B ≡ 0 mod p and we find αΓ0,2(N)α−1 ∩ Γ0,2(p) = Γ0,2(Np) under
the assumption that p ∤ N . This proves ρ′′ ∈ Γ0,2(Np); in other words, ρ is in the right
α−1Γ0,2(Np)α-coset of ρ′.
Thus, our set RN is the complete set of representatives for α
−1Γ0,2(Np)α\Γ0,2(N). 
Corollary 6.3. Suppose that p ∤ N is inert in K. We have the following decomposition
Γ0,2(N) α Γ0,2(N) =
⊔
(D,B)∈R
Γ0,2(N)
(
pD̂ B
0 D
)
Theorem 6.4. Suppose that p is an inert prime in K and p ∤ N . Then the Maaß space
M∗k(N) is stable under Tp. In other words, if F ∈ M∗k(N) then G = F |k Tp is also in the
Maaß space.
Proof. Let βF be the function associated to F by Lemma 6.1. Following [18], Section 7, we
define2
βG(p
vq, r) := βF (p
v−1q, r) + p4−2kβF (pv+1q, r)
+

p1−kβF (pv+1q, p−2r) + p3−kβF (pv−1q, p2r) if p2 | r
p1−kβF (pvq, r) + p3−kβF (pv−1q, p2r) if p | r, p2 ∤ r
p1−k(p+ 1)βF (pvq, r) + p1−k(p2 − p)βF (pv−1q, p2r) if p ∤ r
where p ∤ q. Then Krieg [18] already showed that βG satisfies (i) and (ii) in Lemma 6.1 for
G. The last property is evident from the definition of βG and the corresponding property
(ii) and (iii) of βF .

Remark 6.5. The Maaß space is not stable under all Hecke operators but its adelic analogue
should be stable under all Hecke operators; as illustrated by Klosin [15], Section 5.
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